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Abstract: Quantum chemical calculations via B3LYP/6-31G (d.p) level were carried out on butenamide derivatives: 
N-[N’-(4-chlorophenyl) benzenesulphonamide]-3-carboxy-4-methyl-4-(4-methylphenyl)-3-butenamide (M1), N-
(N`-(phenylbenzenesulphonamido)-3-carboxy-4-methyl-4-(4-methylphenyl)-3-butenamide (M2) and N-[N`-(4-
methoxyhenyl) benezesulphonamido)-3-carboxy-4-methyl-4-(methylphenyl)-3-butenamide (M3) used as corrosion 
inhibitors for mild steel in acidic media. The calculated molecular descriptors such as the frontier energies, energy 
band gap, dipole moment, chemical potential (μ), chemical hardness (ղ) and global nucleophilicity (ɷ) were 
discussed in relation to the observed inhibitory efficiency for the compounds. The developed qualitative structural 
activity relationship (QSAR) model related the calculated molecular parameters to the corrosion efficiency; thus 
QSAR model predicted the experimental corrosion efficiencies. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Removal of rust and scale in industries are 
mostly achieved by acid solutions, few of these are 
acid pickling, acid descaling, oil well acidizing and 
industrial acid cleaning. Most commonly used acids in 
corrosion include hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid and 
nitric acid. However, reactive metals such as iron and 
its alloys have a greater tendency to rust in all these 
acidic solutions. Therefore, the introduction of organic 
compounds containing heteroatoms (especially N and 
O) as an inhibitor efficiently safeguards the iron and 
its alloys against an acid attack, and this has attracted 
several researchers over the years (Ajmal et al., 1994; 
Achouri et al., 2001; Abd El-Rehim et al., 1999; 
Bethencourt et al., 1998; Ahamad et al., 2009; Ergun 
et al., 2014; Ebadi et al., 2012; Peme et al., 2015). The 
corrosion inhibitor adsorption is a function of the 
physico-chemical properties of the studied molecules 
like steric factor, functional group, molecular size, 
electron density at the donor atoms and π-orbital 
character of donating electrons (Hosseini et al., 2007; 
El-Naggar, 2007). The inhibitory efficiency has been 
found to be closely related to the inhibitor adsorption 
capability, the molecular planarity, molecular 
properties, and nature of the interaction between the p-
orbital of inhibitors with the d-orbital of iron (Sastry, 
1998; Cruz et et al., 2005; Bentiss et al., 2009; Cruz et 
al., 2009). Thus, organic compounds that exhibit good 
corrosion inhibition are those that possess the ability 
to donate electrons to unoccupied d-orbital of metallic 
surface during adsorption and at the same time have 

ability to accept free electrons from the metallic 
surface by using their anti-bonding orbital to form 
feedback bonds.  

Nowadays, quantum chemical calculations has 
become popular practice in corrosion inhibition 
studies due to the ability to explain physical characters 
(electronic structure and reactivity parameters) which 
could contribute to inhibition (Okafor et al., 2010). 
Among other computational methods, density 
functional theory (DFT) has become a veritable 
method in developing new criteria for rationalizing, 
predicting and understanding chemical processes 
(Gece, et al., 2010). In recent times, quantum chemical 
calculations (especially DFT methods) have been 
engaged to analyze the characteristics of the 
inhibitor/surface mechanism and to describe the 
structural nature of inhibitor on the corrosion process 
either as a complementary method to augment the 
experimental results or as a sole method employed 
(Rodríguez-Valdez, et al., 2004; Blajievet, al., 2004; 
Jamalizadeh, et al., 2009; Semire, et al., 2013; Yang, 
et al., 2005, Bentiss, et al., 2011). 

Therefore, quantum chemical calculations using 
density functional theory (DFT) method were 
performed on three butanamide derivatives i.e. N-[N’-
(4-chlorophenyl) benzenesulphonamide]-3-carboxy-4-
methyl-4-(4-methylphenyl)-3-butenamide (M1), N-
(N`-(phenylbenzenesulphonamido)-3-carboxy-4-
methyl-4-(4-methylphenyl)-3-butenamide (M2) and 
N-[N`-(4-methoxyhenyl) benezesulphonamido)-3-
carboxy-4-methyl-4-(methylphenyl)-3-butenamide 
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(M3) as shown in Figure 1. These compounds have 
been studied experimentally to be corrosion inhibition 
efficient with efficiencies ranging from 82 – 96% 
(Khalifa et al., 2011). Thus, the major aim of this 
paper is to use density functional theory (DFT) to 
calculate molecular descriptors that relate to the 

observed inhibition efficiencies of these butenamide 
derivatives as well as to develop quantitative structural 
activity relationship (QSAR) model from the 
calculated descriptors that could predict the observed 
inhibition efficiencies. 

 

M1 

  
N-[N’-(4-chlorophenyl) benzenesulphonamide]-3-carboxy-4-methyl-4-(4-methylphenyl)-3-butenamide 

M2 

  
N-(N`-(phenylbenzenesulphonamido)-3-carboxy-4-methyl-4-(4-methylphenyl)-3-butenamide 

M3 

 
N-[N`-(4-methoxyhenyl) benezesulphonamido)-3-carboxy-4-methyl-4-(methylphenyl)-3-butenamide  

Figure 1: Schematic and optimized structures with numbering of the examined compounds 
2.0 
Computational details  

The butenamide derivatives examined in this 
paper were optimized using density functional theory 
(DFT) method with Beckes’s three-parameter hybrid 
functional employing the Lee, Yang and Parr 
correlation functional B3LYP (Lee, et al., 1988; 
Becke, 1993). The combination of DFT and 6-31G 
(d,p) is known to produce good estimate of molecular 
properties related to molecular reactivity (Bentiss, et 
al., 2011). The calculated molecular parameters using 
DFT/6-31G (d,p) include energy of the highest 
molecular orbital (HOMO), energy of lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), dipole 

moment, energy, chemical hardness, chemical 
potential and global nucleophilicity.  

The chemical potential and electronegativity are 
related as: 
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where E: is the total energy, μ: chemical 
potential, N: number of electrons and V (r): external 
potential of the system. 

Also chemical hardness (ղ) is defined within the 
DFT as the second derivative of the energy (E) with 
respect to (N) as V (r) property which measures both 
stability and reactivity of the molecule as: 
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where IP: is the requisite quantity of energy to 
confiscate one electron from each atom in a mole of 
gaseous atom to produce one mole of gaseous ion with 
positive charge in the molecule, which is termed 
ionization potential. This is approximate to –EHOMO; 
EA: is the energy change that occurs when a gaseous 
atom acquires an electron to form a univalent negative 
ion, which is termed electron affinity, this is 
approximate to –ELUMO (Khalifa et al., 2011; Lee et al., 
1988; Becke 1993; Perez et al., 2007). The global 
electrophilicity is calculated by 

� =
��

�ƞ
  (3) 

Electron transfer (ΔN): The number of electrons 
transfer is calculated using: 

ΔN = 
��������

������
������)

	  (4) 

where χFe and χinh are absolute electronegativity 
of the metal (Fe) and inhibitor molecule respectivity, ղFe and ղinh are the absolute hardness of iron and the 
inhibitor molecule respectively. The value of χFe = 7.0 
eV and ղFe = 0 for the computation electron 
transferred.  

Local electropilicity / nucleopilicity index: This 
is used to determine the reactivity of individual atom 
in the molecule as well as their effects in corrosion 
inhibition for a particular metal. It determines the 
change in electron density for a nucleophile f+

(r) and f-

(r) as the Funki functions which can be calculated by 
the finite differences approximation (Zhou et al., 
1990); 
fk

+
(r) = qkN+1(r) – qkN (r)   (for nucleopilic attack) 

  (5) 
fk

-
(r) = qkN (r) – qkN-1(r)   (for electrophilic attack) 

  (6) 
where qkN+1(r), qkN (r)and qkN-1(r) are the 

electronic densities of anionic, neutral and cationic 
species respectively.  
 

3.0 Results and Discussion 
3.1 Quantum chemical molecular descriptors 

The calculated molecular descriptors for these 
butenamide compounds are solvation energy, weight, 
hydrophobicity (Log P), volume (V), Area, polar 
surface area (PSA), ovality, dipole moment (DM), 
heteroatoms (average of Mulliken charges on all 
heteroatoms), HOMO (Highest occupied molecular 
orbital) and LUMO (Lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital) as shown in Table 1. The energy of HOMO 
(EHOMO) relates to the areas in the compound with the 
most active electrons; thus higher values of EHOMO are 
likely to indicate a tendency of the molecule to donate 
electrons to appropriate acceptor molecules, the 
electrons lacking species are possibly to receive these 
electrons (Koopmans, 1934). Therefore, calculated 
energies of HOMO for the compounds are -6.32, -6.18 
and -6.20 eV for M1, M2 and M3 respectively. The 
calculated HOMO energy for M2 (-6.18 eV) should 
donate electrons more easily than M1 and M3, thus 
M2 should act as a better corrosion inhibitor and it 
should be a preferred inhibitor in the series but M3 
presents as a better inhibitor as shown in the Table 1. 
This means that the trend in the EHOMO values of the 
examined butenamide derivatives do not agree 
completely with the trend in the inhibition efficiencies 
of the compounds (Semire et al., 2013; Oguike et al., 
2013; Abdulazeez et al., 2016). Likewise, the LUMO 
energy (ELUMO) on the other hand gives information on 
the area in the molecule that has the uppermost 
propensity to receive electrons (usually the 
unoccupied orbital of a metal in the case) from species 
that are electron rich. The LUMO energies are 
calculated to be -1.62 eV for M1, -1.57 eV for M2 and 
-1.47 eV for M3. Similarly, the trend in energy of 
LUMO for these compounds are not in agreement with 
the observed inhibition efficiency.  

 
Table 1: Selected molecular parameters obtained by B3LYP/6-31G** 

Mol 
 

HOMO 
(eV) 

LUMO 
(eV) 

SE ΔEH-L DM (Debye) η MW (amu) Ovality ΔN %IE 

M1 -6.32 -1.62 -77.56 4.70 5.13 2.35 483.97 1.68 0.845 82.20 
M2 -6.18 -1.57 -72.37 4.61 4.44 2.31 444.53 1.64 0.841 86.43 
M3 -6.20 -1.47 -84.34 4.73 6.26 2.37 479.55 1.69 0.811 96.30 
η = Chemical hardness, MW = Molecular weight, %IE=inhibition efficiency, DM = Dipole Moment, BG = Band 
gap, SE = Solvation energy.  

 
Moreover, in accordance to frontier molecular 

orbital theory (FMO) of chemical activity, movement 
of electron is a function of collaboration in-between 
HOMO and LUMO of retorting species, since both the 
energies of the HOMO and LUMO show measurable 
facts about the excitation properties of compounds 
(Semire et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2005; Abdulazeez et 

al., 2016; Bouachrine et al., 2009). Therefore, the 
strength required by the inhibitor to be fastened to the 
metal surface should thrive with increasing in HOMO 
and decreasing in LUMO energies, since an inhibitor 
with greater HOMO energy can simply provide 
electrons for metallic substrate to adsorb on its surface 
(Udhayakala et al., 2012; Soltani et al., 2012; El 
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Adnani et al., 2013; Morad et al., 2006). The energy 
band gap (ΔE = ELUMO – EHOMO),) gives 
information about the reactivity of a compound and as 
expected, M2 with lowest value of ΔE (4.61 eV) 
should be the compound with highest inhibition 
efficiency; since the smaller the ΔE value, the greater 
the reactivity of a compound (Eddy et al., 2010). On 
the contrary, the overall trend in the ΔE values of 
these compounds show no correlation with the trend in 
the observed inhibition efficiencies. 

Furthermore, the magnitude of dipole moment is 
related to some extent to the polarity of the molecule 
and it is also a good reactivity indicator. However, it 
has been argued that there is no distinct relationship 
between dipole moment and inhibition efficiency. For 
instance, it has been stated that dipole moment 
increases with the increasing in inhibition efficiency of 
the inhibitors (Eddy et al., 2011). Although in another 
work of the same authors, he suggested that dipole 
moment should decrease with the increase in the 
inhibition efficiency of the inhibitors (Eddy et al., 
2011). To make clear this inconsistency, Obi-Egbedi 
et al., (2011) have suggested that there is no valid 
correlation between dipole moment and corrosion 
inhibition efficiency of the inhibitors (Obi-Egbedi et 
al., 2011). In this present study the calculated dipole 
moments do not show univocal trends with the 
inhibition efficiencies of the inhibitors (Table 1). 

More so, dipole moment which is a good 
reactivity pointer reveals information on the molecule 
polarization and as reported by Eddy et al., (2011) that 
the high inhibition efficiency of a molecule can be 
accredited to dipole moment with a high value and low 
value of band gap (Eddy et al., 2011). The resulted 
high dipole moment together with the low band gap 
shows the transfer of electron from M molecules to the 
surface which occur during adsorption to the carbon 
steel surface (Hong et al.,2012). Therefore, M3 (band 
gap (4.73eV) and dipole moment (6.26 Debye)) agreed 
well with it and this made M3 to have higher 
inhibition efficiency. 
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Figure 2: Relationship between some descriptors and 
corrosion inhibition efficiency (%IE): (a) Log P, (b) 
Global Nucleophilicity (ω), (c) Chemical Potential (µ), 
(d) Polar surface Area (PSA) and (e), Polarizability 
(Pol)  

 
The ΔN is attributed to theoretical fraction of 

electrons that a molecule can donate electrons to the 
accepting molecule; thus the higher the value of ΔN, 
the greater the tendency of a molecule to donate 
electrons to the electron poor species. Thereto, in 
corrosion inhibiting chemistry, a higher ΔN implies a 
greater tendency to interact with the metal surface 
(i.e., a greater tendency to adsorb on the metal surface) 
indicating increase in inhibition efficiency (Obi-
Egbedi etal., 2011; Lukovits et al., 2001). Although, in 
this paper, the trend in the ΔN values correlated 
inversely with the trend in the experimentally 
determined inhibition efficiency (Abdulazeez et al., 
2016). Likewise, there is no relationship in the area, 
ovality, volume, weight with observed corrosion 
inhibition efficiency but other descriptors like 
chemical potential (µ), global nucleophilicity (ω), 
polarizability (Pol) and polar surface area (PSA) do 

have clear relationship. The ω, Log P and PSA 
established an inverse relationship with the observed 
%IE (i.e. increasing with decreasing % IE), whereas 
Pol, µ and heteroatom (average electronic charges on 
all heteroatoms) increasing with increasing in %IE as 
shown is Figure 2. 

Mulliken population analysis is frequently used 
for the calculation of the charge distribution density 
over the molecule, this has been a suitable parameter 
to guesstimate the adsorption centres of inhibitors. The 
charge density on O1, O2, O3, O4, O5 and N for M1 
are: 

-0.481, -0.485, -0.487, -0.555, -0.555, -0.621e 
respectively. For M2, the charge density on O1, O2, 
O3, O4, O5 and N are -0.471, -0.483, -0.495, -0.569, -
0.523 and -0.612e respectively. Also for M3, the 
charge density on O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6 and N are -
0.477, -0.483, -0.472, -0.569, -0.557, -0.534 and -
0.664e respectively (Tables 2, 3 and 4). It is usually 
agreed that the more negatively charged a heteroatom, 
the more probability its can be adsorbed on the 
metallic surface (Breket et al., 2002); therefore zones 
containing N and O are most probable sizes for 
adsorption of the inhibitor on the metallic surface.  

The local selectivity of an inhibitor in relation to 
the local active sites (i.e. electrophilic and nucleophilic 
sites of attacks) on the molecule at which a particular 
reaction is likely to occur is analysed using Fukui 
functions. These functions give information about 
which atom in a molecule have a higher tendency to 
either donate or accept an electron. The Fukui 
functions for each atom in the butenamide compounds 
examined are listed in Tables 2, 3 and 4 for M1, M2 
and M3 respectively. The �− measures reactivity of an 
atom with respect to electrophilic attack (i.e. the 
characteristic of the molecule to donate electrons) and 
�+ measures reactivity related to nucleophilic attack 
(i.e. the propensity of the molecule to accept 
electrons). The local reactivity calculated for inhibitor 
M1 by means of condensed Fukui functions reveal that 
the most probable site for nucleophilic and 
electrophilic attack are on chlorine atom (Cl) and C13 
with 0.082 and 0.926e respectively (Table 2). For M2, 
the Fukui functions calculated show that nucleophilic 
and electrophilic centres are on C18 and C13 with 
0.578 and 0.206e respectively, whereas for M3 (Table 
3), it is calculated to be on C21 and C25 with 0.400 
and 0.659e for nucleophilic and electrophilic centres 
respectively.  

 
Table 2: Fukui indices for nucleophilic and electrophilic sites on inhibitor M1 calculated using Natural and Mulliken 
electronic charges. 
Atom qkN qkN+1 qkN-1 fk
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Atom qkN qkN+1 qkN-1 fk
- fk

+ 
C (1) 0.590 -0.115 0.592 0.002 -0.705 
C (2) 0.019 -0.099 0.012 -0.007 -0.118 
C (3) 0.544 -0.084 0.509 -0.035 -0.628 
C (4) 0.066 -0.096 0.124 0.058 -0.162 
C (5) -0.362 -0.188 -0.366 -0.004 0.174 
C (6) -0.366 -0.077 -0.366 0.000 0.289 
C (7) 0.075 -0.185 0.049 -0.026 -0.260 
C (8) 0.128 -0.084 0.134 0.006 -0.212 
C (9) -0.108 -0.140 -0.068 0.040 -0.032 
C (10) -0.093 -0.118 -0.095 -0.002 -0.025 
C (11) -0.126 -0.103 -0.098 0.028 0.023 
C (12) -0.124 0.307 -0.108 0.016 0.431 
C (13) -0.382 0.544 -0.388 -0.006 0.926 
C (14) 0.319 0.341 0.349 0.030 0.022 
C (15) -0.174 0.114 -0.157 0.017 0.288 
C (16) -0.088 0.490 -0.081 0.007 0.578 
C (17) -0.110 -0.354 -0.117 -0.007 -0.244 
C (18) -0.08 -0.016 -0.068 0.012 0.064 
C (19) -0.095 -0.124 -0.093 0.002 -0.029 
C (20) -0.172 -0.086 -0.173 -0.001 0.086 
C (21) -0.089 -0.119 -0.085 0.004 -0.030 
C (22) -0.077 -0.376 -0.074 0.003 -0.299 
C (23) -0.072 -0.125 -0.064 0.008 -0.053 
C (24) -0.067 -0.084 -0.067 0.017 -0.017 
C (25) -0.067 -0.079 -0.065 0.002 -0.012 
C (26) 0.066 -0.188 -0.667 0.000 -0.254 
O (1) -0.481 -0.575 -0.452 0.061 -0.094 
O (2) -0.495 -0.574 -0.466 0.029 -0.079 
O (3) -0.487 -0.504 0.487 -0.974 -0.017 
O (4) -0.555 -0.542 -0.518 -1.073 0.013 
O (5) -0.555 -0.462 -0.519 0.036 0.093 
Cl -0.002 -0.077 0.08 0.082 -0.075 
N -0.621 -0.672 -0.599 0.022 -0.051 
S 1.142 1.069 1.134 -0.008 -0.073 

 
Table 3: Fukui indices for nucleophilic and electrophilic sites on inhibitor M2 calculated using Natural and Mulliken 
electronic charges.  
Atom qkN qkN+1 qkN-1 fk

+ fk
- 

C (1) 0.016 -0.109 0.008 -0.125 0.008 
C (2) 0.511 -0.091 0.496 -0.602 0.015 
C (3) 0.054 -0.082 0.100 -0.136 -0.046 
C (4) -0.300 -0.085 -0.307 0.215 0.007 
C (5) -0.500 -0.106 -0.555 -0.606 0.055 
C (6) -0.360 -0.181 -0.367 0.179 0.007 
C (7) 0.168 -0.138 0.030 -0.306 0.138 
C (8) -0.036 -0.087 0.133 -0.051 -0.169 
C (9) -0.118 0.294 -0.077 0.412 -0.041 
C (10) -0.109 -0.193 -0.084 -0.084 -0.025 
C (11) -0.126 0.501 -0.099 0.627 -0.027 
C (12) -0.127 -0.130 -0.140 -0.003 0.013 
C (13) -0.182 -0.283 -0.388 -0.101 0.206 
C (14) 0.279 0.105 0.344 -0.174 -0.065 
C (15) -0.175 0.492 -0.155 0.667 -0.020 
C (16) -0.077 -0.352 -0.089 -0.275 0.012 
C (17) -0.085 0.105 -0.112 0.190 0.027 
C (18) -0.086 0.492 -0.069 0.578 -0.017 
C (19) -0.090 0.005 -0.035 0.095 -0.055 
C (20) -0.171 0.013 -0.174 0.184 0.003 
C (21) -0.075 -0.098 -0.065 -0.023 -0.010 
C (22) -0.081 -0.095 -0.065 -0.014 -0.016 
C (23) -0.076 -0.127 -0.082 -0.051 0.006 
C (24) -0.085 -0.124 -0.078 -0.039 -0.007 
C (25) -0.085 0.121 -0.080 0.206 -0.005 
C (26) -0.305 -0.377 -0.250 -0.072 -0.055 
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O (1) -0.471 -0.577 -0.427 -0.106 -0.044 
O (2) -0.483 -0.562 -0.436 -0.079 -0.047 
O (3) -0.495 -0.586 -0.467 -0.091 -0.028 
O (4) -0.569 -0.451 -0.521 0.118 -0.048 
O (5) -0.523 -0.487 -0.511 0.036 -0.012 
N -0.612 -0.590 -0.577 0.022 -0.035 
S 1.146 1.056 1.123 -0.090 0.023 

 
Table 4: Fukui indices for nucleophilic and electrophilic sites on inhibitor M3 calculated using Natural and Mulliken 
electronic charges.  
Atom qkN qkN+1 qkN-1 fk

+ fk
- 

C (1) 0.016 -0.007 0.010 -0.023 0.006 
C (2) 0.511 0.508 0.165 -0.003 0.346 
C (3) 0.054 -0.275 -0.292 -0.329 0.346 
C (4) -0.300 0.083 0.081 0.383 -0.381 
C (5) 0.560 0.507 0.510 -0.053 0.050 
C (6) -0.360 -0.352 -0.366 0.008 0.006 
C (7) 0.065 0.026 0.032 -0.039 0.033 
C (8) 0.128 0.004 0.132 -0.124 -0.004 
C (9) -0.118 -0.113 -0.112 0.005 -0.006 
C (10) -0.109 -0.089 -0.081 0.020 -0.028 
C (11) -0.126 -0.124 -0.106 0.002 -0.020 
C (12) -0.382 -0.124 -0.107 0.258 -0.275 
C (13) -0.382 -0.275 -0.387 0.107 0.005 
C (14) 0.279 0.281 0.337 0.002 -0.058 
C (15) -0.175 -0.195 -0.161 -0.020 -0.014 
C (16) -0.077 -0.116 -0.081 -0.039 0.004 
C (17) -0.085 -0.142 -0.119 -0.057 0.034 
C (18) -0.086 -0.090 -0.070 -0.004 -0.016 
C (19) -0.090 -0.123 -0.096 -0.033 0.006 
C (20) -0.171 -0.181 -0.169 -0.010 -0.002 
C (21) -0.075 0.325 0.376 0.400 -0.451 
C (22) -0.081 -0.101 -0.082 -0.020 0.001 
C (23) -0.076 -0.088 -0.074 -0.012 -0.002 
C (24) -0.085 -0.139 -0.116 -0.054 0.031 
C (25) 0.560 -0.122 -0.099 -0.682 0.659 
C (26) -0.086 -0.066 -0.110 0.020 0.024 
O (1) -0.477 -0.573 -0.451 -0.096 -0.026 
O (2) -0.483 -0.457 -0.469 0.026 -0.014 
O (3) -0.472 -0.455 -0.482 0.017 0.010 
O (4) -0.569 -0.580 -0.521 -0.011 -0.048 
O (5) -0.557 0.575 -0.514 1.132 -0.043 
O (6) -0.534 -0.578 -0.521 -0.044 -0.013 
N -0.664 -0.612  -0.602 0.052 -0.062 
S 1.137 1.056 1.126 -0.081 0.011 
 
3.2 QSAR model using Multiple Linear 
Regressions 

Quantitative structural activity relationship 
(QSAR) as a geometric model relates a set of 
structural descriptors of a chemical compound to its 
biological activity (Hansch, 1969). QSAR is 
developed to relate the molecular descriptors from 
quantum chemical calculations of the examined 
butanmide derivatives to the observed %IE of the 
corrosion inhibitors. In this technique of analysis, the 
model quality depends on the fitting and prediction 

ability. Therefore, it is appropriate to establish a 
relationship in the form of a linear equation that 
connects the indices of the quantum chemical 
molecular parameters/desscriptors to the 
experimentally determined inhibition efficiencies. The 
linear equation postulated by Lukovits (2001) is 
frequently used to correlate the quantum molecular 
descriptors of corrosion inhibitors with the % 
experimental inhibition efficiency (Lukovits et al., 
2001). In order to build QSAR model and test the 
model workability, the data are divided into set which 
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in building the model. The linear model is built using 
selected descriptors from the data set to obtain the 
following linear equation represented in Equation 7.  

%IE = ά + β1X1 + β2X2.......... βnXn   (7) 
Where ά and β are constants i.e regression 

coefficients determined through regression analysis, 
X1, X2.... Xn are characteristic quantum chemical 
indices of the molecule 1, 2...n. 

In addition, the validation of QSAR model can 
be achieved by using arithmetic equations in order to 
consider cross validation (R2). Cross validation 
controls how dependable a QSAR model can be 
employed for a set of data. It is also used as a logical 
device to assess the extrapolative power of an 
equation. Therefore, Equation (8) could be used. 

��.�� = � −
Ʃ(Ү	����Ү	���)�

Ʃ(Ү	����Ῡ���)�
  (8) 

The correlation between the corrosion efficiency 
and all the molecular descriptors are discussed and the 
corrosion efficiency is positively correlated to some of 
the descriptors. For example; corrosion efficiency is 
positively correlated to chemical hardness (η) by 0.545 
as well as polarizability by 0.67; meanwhile it is 
negatively correlated to global nucleophilicity by -
1.000 as well as log P by -0.834. Similarly, some of 
the descriptors are also correlated to one another, e.g., 
polarizability is positively correlated to chemical 
hardness by 0.986 and log P is positively correlated to 
global nucleophilicity by 0.826 while global 

nucleophilicity is negatively correlated to chemical 
hardness by -0.556 and polarizability is negatively 
correlated to global nucleophilicity by -0.687 as 
shown in Table 5. Therefore, the choice of effective 
molecular descriptors for valid analysis is a function 
of Pearson correlation, though the making of reliable 
model involved huge quantity of molecules. 
Moreover, the inhibitory activity of three experimental 
molecules is prodded into and two molecular 
descriptors are selected among the calculated 
molecular descriptors in order to avoid multi-
collinearity as shown in Equation 9. Also, Figure 3 
shows the effectiveness of the established QSAR 
model as experimental %IE are well reproduced. 

 
Table 5: Pearson’s correlation matrix for descriptors 

 %IE η ω Log P Pol 
%IE 1.000     
η 0.545 1.000    
ω -1.000 -0.556 1.000   
Log P -0.834 0.009 0.826 1.000  
Pol 0.676 0.986 -0.687 -0.157 1.000 
Stepwise regression result for 
anticorrosion activity  
%IE = -139.932 - 14.901 (Log P) + 
3.648 (Pol) ---------9 

R2 CV. 
R2 

.09998 0.999 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Correlation between experimental and predicted % IE 

 
The %IE predicted through QSAR model are 

replicative of the experimental %IE as shown in 
Figure 3 with fitting factor (R2) is 0.9998. This shows 
that the QSAR model replicates the observed % IE of 
these compounds. Therefore, the combination certain 

descriptors such as of log P and polarizability 
described the inhibitory activity of the studied 
compounds. 

Moreover, as shown in Table 5, regression 
parameters (R2, CV.R2) were calculated for the studied 

y = 0.9965x - 0.0308
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molecules in order to validate the QSAR model 
developed for inhibitory activity. The R2 which is 
equal to 0.9998 showed a promising fitness and this 
revealed the efficiency of the developed model 
(Equation 9). Also, the value for calculated CV.R2 was 
observed to be closer to 1.00 (> 0.5 (standard)) 
(Marrero et al., 2004) which indicates its reliability 
and acceptability, therefore, the developed QSAR 
model have a promising prognostic power.  
 
Conclusion 

Density Functional theory via B3LYP/6-31G** 
method has been used to calculate molecular 
descriptors/parameters such as EHOMO, ELUMO, 
ΔEHOMO-LUMO (energy gap), chemical hardness (η), 
chemical potential (μ), the fraction of electron 
transferred (ΔN) and (ω) for the butenamide 
‘derivatives. The calculations revealed that 
electrophilicity index (ω), Log P and polar surface 
area (PSA) decreased in values with increasing in the 
observed %IE; whereas polarizability (pol). 
Heteroatoms (average electronic charges on all 
heteroatoms) and chemical potential (µ) increased 
with increasing in %IE. The selected molecular 
descriptors calculated are used to develop QSAR 
model that fitted into experimentally determined 
corrosion efficiency. The QSAR model reproduced the 
experimental %CI. 
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